
Greetings message to KKE on 95th anniversary 
 

The Central Committee of the KKE, 
It's a moment of great joy and inspirational warmth not only for the 
People of Greece, but for all of us around the world, celebrating the 
most auspicious 95th anniversary of the KKE. 
 

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of Pakistan warmly 
congratulate from the core of its heart, the Central Committee of 
KKE, the KNE, PAME, member, sympathizers and the people of 
Greece at large on this great rejoicing occasion . 
 

The sacrifices and contributions of the KKE for the people of Greece 
since 1918, the virtual liberator of Greece in the 2nd world war, the 
unprecedented magnitude of sacrifices endured during the civil war, 
militant fight against the military dictatorship, the resolute standing in 
the hours of deep despair and chaos, after the Soviet counter 
revolution in 1992, will always be remembered a mile stone and 
unforgettable contributions in the history of world's communist 
movement. Frankly speaking if it was not KKE, then quite possible 
the world's communist movement might never would have been 
rejuvenated. The present international solid-net body of the 
communist and workers parties is the sole achievement of the KKE. 
Similarly, the very pragmatic stand of KKE against imperialism, 
against anti-communism, its drive of solidarity with world's communist 
movement is also worth high appreciation. The KKE contributions 
towards, rejuvenation of world's peace and solidarity council, WFTU, 
WFDY etc., will remain great universal asset, on which the Greek 
nation will always be proud of. 
 

Dear comrades, 
 

Since, being bound in the international communist spirit, we rightly, 
also very dearly own your sacrifices and contributions for inspiration 
to fight for the right cause of Socialism and Communism, no matter, 
whatever conditions and hardships prevails. 
 

Long Live KKE 

Long live KKE-CPP fraternal relations, 
 

Long live Socialism 

Long Live Communism. 
 

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of Pakistan. 
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